INTRODUCING

DELL VIDEO CONFERENCING MONITORS

Upgrade your home office with the world's first video collaboration monitors certified for Microsoft Teams.

It's time for a monitor that can handle remote work.

Percentage of remote employees globally:

5%  
2019  

60%  
2020*

Choose the right monitor.
Pick your size.

24-inch C2422HE

27-inch C2722DE

34-inch C3422WE

See work clearly.

WQHD resolution for C2422HE

Full HD resolution for C2722DE

Ultra Wide-Color for C3422WE

Boost productivity.

Increase productivity by up to 42% when you combine your monitor and the Microsoft Teams app on your laptop.

Comfort while conferencing.

ComfortView Plus.

Average daily time spent on calls:

Video

Pre-2020  
00:52

Today†  
02:10

Audio

Up from 1 hour 42 minutes pre-2020 to 3 hours 10 minutes today.

Full adjustability*.

Connectivity by your needs.

Full-size base + Tilt + Height Adjustability.

92%

of workers listed ergonomics as important for improving their productivity.

WORLD’S NUMBER 1 MONITOR COMPANY.*

Dell monitors are #1 Worldwide for 7 consecutive years (2013, Q2 to 2020, Q2).* Learn more about how C Series can take your remote workspace to the next level here.